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1. Introduction 

             The concept of Nano topology was introduced by Lellis Thivagar, which was defined in terms of 

approximations and boundary region of a subset of an universe using an equivalence relation on it. He has also 

defined nano closed sets, nano interior, nano closure and nano continuity. A. Pushpalatha and S.Sridevi were 

introduced a concept of Nano semi c* generalized closed set in Nano topological space. In this paper, we have 

introduced a Nano semi c* generalized closure in nano topological spaces  and also discuss some of its properties. 

  

2. Preliminaries 

 

                This section is to recall some definitions and properties which are useful in this study. 
 

Throughout this paper ))(,( XU R is a Nano Topological Space with respect to X where UX  , R is an 

equivalence relation on U, U/R denotes the family of equivalence relation of U by R and ))(,( ' YV R is is a Nano 

Topological Space with respect to Y where VY  , R’ is an equivalence relation on V, V/R’ denotes the family of 

equivalence relation of V by R’ and ))(,( '' ZW R is is a Nano Topological Space with respect to W where WZ 

, R’’ is an equivalence relation on W, W/R’’ denotes the family of equivalence relation of W by R’’. 

  
Definition 2.1 : Let U be a non- empty finite set of objects is called the universe and R be an equivalence relation on 

U named as the indiscernibility relation. Elements belonging to the same equivalence class are said to be 

indiscernible with one another. The pair ( U , R ) is said to be the approximation space. Let X   U. 

(i) The lower approximation of X with respect to R is the set of all objects, which can be for certain 

classified as X with respect to R and it is denoted by LR (X). That is  

LR(X) =  ,)(:)( XxRxR
Ux




  where R(x) denotes the equivalence class determined by x.  

(ii) The upper approximation of X with respect to R is the set of all objects, which can be possibly 

classified as X with respect to R and it is denoted by UR (X). That is  

UR(X) =  


XxRxR
Ux

)(:)(    

(iii) The boundary region of X with respect to R is the set of all objects, which can be classified neither 

as X nor as not- X with  respect to R and it is denoted by BR
 (X). That is, BR(X) = UR(X) – LR (X). 

 

Property 2.2: If ( U , R ) is an approximation space and X ,Y U, then  

(i) ;)()( XUXXL RR   
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(ii) ;)()()()( UUUULandUL RRRR    

(iii)  );()()( YUXUYXU RRR   

(iv)  );()()( YUXUYXU RRR   

(v) 
 

);()()( YLXLYXL RRR   

(vi) ;)()()()( YXwheneverYUXUandYLXL RRRR   

(vii) ;)]([)()]([)( C

R

C

R

C

R

C

R XUXLandXLXU   

(viii) );()()( XUXLLXUU RRRRR   

(ix) ).()()( XLXLUXLL RRRRR   

 

Definition 2.3:  Let U be the universe, R be an equivalence relation on U  and  

 )(),(),(,,)( XBXUXLUX RRRR    where X   U. Then by property 2.2, )(XR satisfies the 

following axioms: 

(i) U and   are in )(XR  

(ii) The union of the elements of any sub collection of  )(XR  is in )(XR . 

(iii) The intersection of the elements of any finite sub collection of )(XR  is in )(XR  

That is, )(XR  is a topology on U called the nano topology on U with respect to X. The space   

))(,( XU R  is called as nano topological space. The elements of )(XR  are called  nano – open sets of 

))(,( XU R . 

 

Remark 2.4: If )(XR  is the nano topology on U with respect to X, then the set  B =  )(),(, XBXLU RR is 

the basis for )(XR . 

 

Definition 2.5 :  If  ( U , )(XR ) is a nano topological space with respect to X where X   U and if A   U, then 

the nano interior of A is defined as the union of all nano – open subsets of A and it is denoted by Nint(A). That is 

Nint(A) is the largest nano- open subset of A. The nano closure of A is defined as the intersection of all nano closed 

sets containing A and it is denoted by Ncl(A). That is, Ncl(A) is the smallest nano closed set containing A. 

 

Definition - 2.6: If ))(,( XU R  is a nano topological space and A⊆U. Then A is said to be 

i. nano semi-open[2] if A⊆Ncl(Nint(A)) 

ii. nano pre-open[2] if A⊆Nint(Ncl(A)) 

iii. nano regular open[2] if A= Nint(Ncl(A)) 

iv. nano  - open[2]if A Nint(Ncl(Nint(A))) 

v. nano c*-set [4] if if A= G F where G is Ng- open and F is Nα* - set in ))(,( XU R  

vi.        nano sc*g closed set[4] if Nscl(A)   G, whenever A   G, and G is Nc* - set in ))(,( XU R . 

 

3.Nano semi c* - generalized closure in nano topological space 

 

In this section, we define the function called Nano semi c* generalized closure and study their some of its 

properties. 

 

Definition :3.1 

 The nano semi c* - generalized closure of A is defined as the intersection of all Nsc*g – closed sets 
containing A, denoted by Nsc*gCl(A) which is the smallest Nsc*g – closed set containing A. 

Example : 3.2 
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 Let  dcbaU ,,,  with       dbca
R

U ,,,  and  let X= {a,b}. Then 

     dbadbaUXR ,,,,,,,)(    is nano topology on U with respect to X and 

      dcbcacUX
c

R ,,,,,,,)(   . Nsc*g –closed set is       dcbdbcacaU ,,,,,,,,, . 

Remark: 3.3 

 For any set ).()()(*, ANclANsclAgClNscAUA   In Ex -2, let    .UbA  Now 

     .,,)(,)(,)(* dcbANclanddbANsclanddbAgClNsc   Thus, it follow that 

).()()(* ANclANsclAgClNscA   

Theorem : 3.4 

 If A and B are subsets of a space U. Then  

(i) Nsc*gCl(U) = U and  Nsc*gCl .)(    

(ii) )(* AgClNscA   

(iii) If B is any Nsc*g- closed set containing A, then BAgClNsc )(*  

(iv) If )(*)(* BgClNscAgClNscthenBA   

Proof: 
(i) By the definition of Nsc*g – closure, U is the only Nsc*g –closed set containing U. Therefore  

Nsc*gCl(U)  = Intersection of all the Nsc*g- closed set containing U  

 = UU  }{  

       Nsc*gC(U) = U. Similarly  )(* gClNsc . 

(ii) By the definition of Nsc*g- closure of A, it is obvious that )(* AgClNscA  . 

(iii) Let  B be any Nsc*g – closed set containing A. Since NSc*gCl(A) is the intersection of all   

Nsc*g- closed set containing A, Nsc*gCl(A) is containing in every Nsc*g –closed set containing 

A. Hence BAgClNsc )(* . 

(iv) Let A and B be subsets of U such that .BA By the definition,  

 Nsc*gCl(B)=  )(*: UclosedgNscFBF  . 

 If )(* UclosedgNscFB  , then  .)(* FBgClNsc   Since 

)(* UclosedgNscFBA  , we have  .)(* FUclosedgNsc   Therefore, 

  )(*)(*:)(* BgClNscUclosedgNscFBFAgClNsc   

(i.e..)  .)(*)(* BgClNscAgClNsc   

Theorem : 3.5 

       If  ))(,( XUA R  is Nsc*g – closed then Nsc*gCl(A) = A. 

Proof: 

     Let A be Nsc*g- closed subset of U. We know that  ).(* AgClNscA  Also ,AA  and  A is             

Nsc*g- closed. By theorem 4(iii), .)(* AAgClNsc   Hence Nsc*gCl(A) = A. 

Remark: 3.6 

   The converse of the above theorem need not be true as seen from the following example. 

 

Example : 3.7 

     Let           edbca
R

UedcbaU ,,,,,,,,,   and  X=   Uba ,
 
then       

     cbacabUXR ,,,,,,,)(   . Let A= {a} U . Nsc*gCl(A) = Nsc*gCl({a})= {a} =A. But A= {a} is not 

a Nsc*g – closed set. 

Theorem: 3. 8 

       If A and B are subsets of a space ))(,( XU R , then 

).(*)(*)(* BgClNscAgClNscBAgClNsc   
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Proof: 

     Let A and B be subsets of U. Clearly .BBAandABA    By Theorem 4(iv),  

     ).(*)(*)(*)(* BgClNscBAgClNscandAgClNscBAgClNsc   

Hence  ).(*)(*)(* BgClNscAgClNscBAgClNsc   

Theorem: 3.9 

     If A and B are subsets of a space ))(,( XU R then ).(*)(*)(* BgClNscAgClNscBAgClNsc   

Proof: 

           Let A and B be subsets of  ))(,( XU R . Clearly .BABandBAA   We have  

).(*)(*)(* BAgClNscBgClNscAgClNsc   

          Let ).(*)(*.)(* BgClNscAgClNscxSupposeBAgClNscx   Then their exists         

Nsc*g –closed set A1 and B1 with andBABAhaveWeBAxandBBAA 111111 .,   

11 BA   is Nsc*g – closed set such that )(*.11 BAgClNscxThusBAx  which is a contradiction to 

our assumption. Therefore ).(*)(*)(* BgClNscAgClNscBAgClNsc   

Hence ).(*)(*)(* BgClNscAgClNscBAgClNsc   

Theorem: 3. 10 

If A is a subset of a space  ))(,( XU R , then ).()(* ANclAgClNsc   

Proof: 

     Let A be a subset of a space ))(,( XU R ,  By definition,     )(:)( UNCFUFANCl  .  

If )(UNCFA  . Then )(* UclosedgNscFA   because every nano closed set is  Nsc*g-closed set. 

That is .)(* FAgClNsc  Therefore   .)()(;)(* ANclUNCFXfAgClNsc  Hence 

).()(* ANclagClNsc   
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